
In some ways I had a great childhood - we lived in an enclosed neighborhood meaning that no one drove down our street 
unless they were going somewhere in our neighborhood - there were about 13 of us kids who were within 5 years of 
each other - we terrorized the neighborhood

We lived on Arthur Drive and some of the other kids lived on Coolidge - rather than walking all the way around the block, we 
would just cut through the yards of the people in-between - well, some of the neighbors didn’t like us walking through 
their lawns - I don’t know why - just because we left a worn path of dead grass and dirt - yeah, it was wrong of us - we 
should have been respectful of our elders and their property

Well, this is kind of what happened in today’s Gospel
Jesus and His disciples were in the region of Galilee, which is to the north - they were going to Jerusalem, which is to the 

south
Now the Samaritans, without going into the history of the nation of Israel, were only half Jewish instead of full Jewish - and 

they lived in a region south of Galilee and north of Jerusalem - now almost all the (full) Jewish people of Jesus’ time 
were so prejudice against the Samaritans that they would travel clear around the Samaritan region - besides, (full) 
Jews who traveled through Samaria were often assaulted - so it was unthinkable that a (full) Jew would travel through 
Samaria - they would take the long way - when they traveled between the region of Galilee and Jerusalem

So it was surprising that Jesus and His disciples, all of who were (full) Jewish, would take this route
But Jesus, being Jesus, being God and not prejudice, did what we did as kids - He took the short route, the shortcut - He 

dragged His disciples with Him straight through Samaria
So it was not surprising when the Samaritan village did not welcome Him - when you think about it, this was an awfully bold 

thing of Jesus to ask
James and John probably had grown up with a prejudice against the Samaritans - so yeah, let’s nuke them - let’s call down 

fire from heaven to consume them - yeah
But Jesus rebukes them for their lack of charity, their lack of love and understanding
Instead He continues on toward Jerusalem where He will die on the Cross for Jew, Samaritan, and Gentile alike
We like Jesus need to show charity and tolerance for others
Tolerance is a good thing...to a point
One of my favorite quotes is, “If tolerance is your highest virtue, you believe in nothing.” Another quote that makes the same 

point, but a little more bluntly is, “Don’t be so open minded that your brains fall out.”
As Catholics, we believe in absolute truth - we believe in absolute right and wrong - that morality is not something we get to 

decide for ourselves - God wrote the book on what is absolutely, truly right and wrong
So we can’t judge people or the state of their souls, but we can judge their ideas and actions
So we must love people, but hate the evil, wrong things some people say and do 
If someone comes up to you and tells you that five plus three is nine, what do you do?



Do you say, “Oh that nice. I believe five plus three is eight, but that’s OK. You believe what you believe and I’ll believe what I 
believe. We’ll agree to disagree. And that’s OK.”

Or what if someone says, “I don’t believe in cars. I don’t believe they exist.” And they proceed to cross the street without 
looking.” Is the loving thing to do nothing?

Or what if someone says, “I don’t believe in God” or “I don’t believe God would really send anyone to hell” or “I think sex 
before marriage is ok. It feels good.” Is it loving to let them continue to believe this?

No - now sometimes, when people start sinning in big ways, they start to ignore their conscience because deep down they 
know it is wrong, but they have to justify their sinful ways because their a good person, right?

That’s what happens to us - we somehow convince ourselves that it is not wrong in our special situation, in our case - then 
we start to justify our sin in more situations and it becomes easier and easier to commit the sin

Then we become burdened by the yoke of the slavery to sin - but St. Paul tells us Christ came to set us free
I know I’ve used this example before, but why do sports teams have so many practices? - Why are they so important? - (I 

would argue too important - sometimes it seems like sports has become our new god - sometimes it seems like sports 
has become more important than God, church, and family) - so why are practices so important? - so that come game 
time, we are free to play our best - we have gone over the plays and conditioned our body to know certain movements 
and to be able to handle certain stress so that we can perform our best and hopefully win

Christ wants us to be free from sin so that we are free to love each other as we should, so that we can love our neighbor as 
ourselves

So we need to guard against the spirit of the flesh - we need to guard against an attraction to sin
We do this by putting Christ first in our lives - we do this by making Mass and prayer the most important things in our lives
We enact this by choosing to go to Mass thirty miles away on Sunday even when we are camping out or at the lake cabin
This is what Jesus is trying to say - Jesus is not saying that family is not important or that we shouldn’t respect the dead
Instead Jesus is saying that He wants to be first in our lives
Fourth or fifth isn’t going to cut it - neither is third - not even second - Jesus wants to be first - that means even before your 

spouse - if you make Jesus first, you’ll actually be able to love your spouse even more - now this doesn’t mean that 
you have to spend hours at church to the detriment of your spouse or your children - your vocation as a married 
person is not church lady or church man, but your spouse - when we love Christ and pray for guidance, we will find 
that balance between service of God’s people and our families - we will realize it is all service of God

Jesus needs to be first in our lives if we are to be free to be our best
It is only when we do this, that we will become all that God created us to be
If we make Jesus first in our lives, everything else will fall into its proper place and time
We need to remove anything from our lives that is preventing us from putting Jesus first in our lives - anything that prevents 

us from following Christ with our whole mind, heart, and soul
What is preventing you from loving Jesus more deeply, from having a deeper more personal relationship with Christ?


